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INTRODUCTION 
  
 Thank you for the opportunity to describe landscape improvements at Point Edwards 
(PE) Condominiums. This permit aligns with the City of Edmonds Comprehensive Plan. It will 
change a landscaped slope from one plant community to another. The performance methods will 
minimize negative impacts, create no known threat to public health, or safety, and can meet PE 
present needs without compromising the ability of subsequent generations to meet their future 
needs. The best available science from urban and traditional forestry sources has guided this 
permit plan development.  The plan will create greater diversity of plant species and improved 
habitat opportunities for wildlife.  The best management practices and current industry standards 
will guide project implementation through an adaptive monitoring phase. Monitoring actual 
results will dictate any necessary management actions.  

 The Landscape Management Team of the Point Edwards Owner’s Association (PEOA) 
looks forward to working with the City of Edmonds (COE) to receive approval for this landscape 
plan. We have gathered and summarized all pertinent landscape information for your review. 
This is a vegetation management plan intended to improve structure and diversity for the benefit 
of humans and wildlife. No new development or increases in impervious surfaces are part of this 
plan. There will be no heavy machinery, no terraforming, and no changes to the slope. Rather, 
this permit requests landscape modifications that include the pruning of trees, creating wildlife 
snags, removing trees, and replanting where trees were removed.   The PE landscape has grown 
since development began approximately 20 years ago, and this plan shall add to the successful 
plantings attracting birds, public and residents alike. 

 Thank you for this opportunity to work with COE staff to achieve this project. Landscape 
work, once approved, will be performed in a systematic and methodical fashion by completing 
similar tasks, grouped into phases, to avoid excessive impact in any one location at any given 
time. These phases will require implementation over approximately 24-36 months.  During this 
time, frequent communication about progress, along with approved maintenance schedules will 
be maintained by PE with COE. After project completion in 24-36 months, then the 
maintenance, monitoring, and reporting to COE will continue for another five years during 
monitoring.  

 This application was first submitted on December 16, 2020, and PE has worked diligently 
since then to improve this application. This color of blue font, within this document, indicates 
newly added supplemental information. There is new content within this document, five of the 
six original exhibits have been amended and six new exhibits have been added. This document 
was supplemented because COE asked for more information, Save Our Marsh asked for more 
consideration, and so a Wildlife Biologist was hired to provide recommendations. 
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I. LOCATION  

 Located at 93 Pine St. Edmonds, WA 98020, the PE complex is an approximately 20-acre 
community zoned Master Plan Hillside Mixed Use (MP-1) that includes nine residential 
buildings; with 261 condo-homes, one administration building, and two amenity buildings. The 
PE complex contains areas characterized as geologically steep slopes because the slope is greater 
than 15 degrees (please see Exhibit 4: Geo-Tech Report). There are no wetlands or shorelines 
within the PE Complex as documented in a wetland study done November 2014 (please see 
Exhibit 4: Wetland Study). The 2014 study cites the 2003 and 2005 SEPA studies indicating no 
regulated wetlands were found onsite even prior to PE development.  

 The PE Landscape Management Team has divided PE into three landscape sections. The 
first is the formal grounds. These are the landscape areas that surround the buildings, are along 
sidewalks and streets, and include colorful containers changed seasonally at the public 
viewpoints. This management section includes the manicured lawn areas, ornamental trees, 
shrubs, annuals for seasonal color, and containers. The PE buildings and formal grounds sit 
above an entirely vegetated slope, with a portion that is west-facing (west slope, the 2nd area) and 
a portion that is north-facing (north slope, the 3rd area). While some work will be requested in a 
small portion of the west slope in this application, this permit primarily describes the landscape 
plan to cultivate the north slope. The changes and replanting will improve the north slope 
vegetation species diversity and improve the habitat components for forage, food and nesting.   

 At PE, the buildings and other impervious surfaces are concentrated together, surrounded 
by the formal grounds above a continuously vegetated slope. It is a pattern of development 
allowing people to live densely, while reducing the amount of paved or covered soil surface. 
Pavement, and covered soil surfaces, do not slow or retain stormwater in the same way that soil 
can. Concentrated multi-family housing is referred to as a low impact development (LID) 
strategy because it concentrates people, thereby minimizing the amount of impervious surface 
needing to house them, while maximizing open space and canopy cover to surround them. 
Impervious surface is known to cause runoff into streams from storm events 
(https://www3.epa.gov/region1/npdes/stormwater/assets/pdfs/AddressingBarrier2LID.pdf) while 
plants intercept and slow stormwater, and plant communities act as rain gardens intercepting, 
holding, and then slowly releasing filtered, soil moisture back into the watershed.  

 The PE pattern of development concentrates families into multi-family residential units 
surrounded by formal grounds above a continuously vegetated slope. Individual plants, and those 
in groups, slow the movement and rate of water by physically intercepting the water and 
retaining it in roots and soil organic materials. Thoughtful design has gone into this permit 
application to meet the general design standards as outlined in COE Chapter 20.13, Landscaping 
Requirements 
(https://www.codepublishing.com/WA/Edmonds/html/Edmonds20/Edmonds2013.html). The 
informal planting arrangement will not be in formal rows. The plants will soften the structures 
and maintain vistas. Changing the landscape from one plant community to another will have a 
short-term impact but will in no way reduce the planted-ground-area available to intercept, and 

https://www3.epa.gov/region1/npdes/stormwater/assets/pdfs/AddressingBarrier2LID.pdf
https://www.codepublishing.com/WA/Edmonds/html/Edmonds20/Edmonds2013.html
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slow heavy precipitation. A community of plants will be installed that are sized, spaced, and 
properly planted, primarily native species, but all suitable choices for the PNW climate. 

The west slope was replanted after development so there is already a thriving diversity of 
suitable tree and shrub species. But the north slope was not densely replanted after development 
and only routine maintenance has occurred to prevent the spread of noxious invasive weeds like 
English Ivy and Himalayan blackberry. Our proposed landscape management activities require 
permitting for the following reasons: because this is the first pruning for a tree on the slope, 
greater than 1500-sq-ft of vegetation will be affected, significant trees over the minimum 
threshold of 4” DBH will be removed, wildlife snags will be created, retained and managed, and 
to create a successful and thriving diversity of suitable tree and shrub species. New replacement 
trees and shrubs will be replanted to offset the removals. Please see Exhibit 2: Maps, which 
includes TRA Site Maps L102, L103, L104, L105 and L106 illustrating the vegetation for both 
the west (L106) and north (L105, L104, L103, L102) slopes. 

 The west facing portion of the slope was revegetated approximately 15 years ago.  The 
west slope has had routine maintenance and monitoring since installation to remove invasive 
species, and prune trees and shrubs. Maintenance is performed on a regular schedule so that cuts 
are less than 4” in diameter and invasive species are kept at bay.  The debris is diced-up to lay 
flat on the hillside and left as mulch onsite. Successful techniques implemented on the west slope 
will be the model for the north slope as well.  

The west slope revegetation has been successful at holding the slope while the increased 
plant diversity has provided more habitat and forage opportunities. The west slope is attractive to 
look at even after it has been trimmed because there is no exposed soil and the slope is lushly 
vegetated with a variety of trees and shrubs. The plant scheme chosen, the installation methods 
used, subsequent monitoring using best available science and adaptive management to improve 
methods, and routine maintenance that use small cuts and leaves the debris cut up on the slope, 
have been the methods successful at maintaining slope integrity. These successes will be used to 
guide the implementation for this new permit plan for the north slope. 

Based on June 2016 correspondence from COE to PE (Exhibit 4: City of Edmonds – June 
27, 2016, Letter), the proposed landscape changes outlined in this plan, require permitting for the 
following reasons:  

1. This is the first pruning for a tree on the slope. 

2. Greater than 1500-sq-ft of area will be worked with physical labor and hand-held 
 equipment over a three-year period.  

3. Significant trees, over the minimum threshold of 4” diameter at breast height (DBH) 
 will be removed.  

4. Significant trees, over the 4” threshold, will be converted into living or dead wildlife 
 snags.  

5. New replacement trees and shrubs will be replanted to offset the removals.  
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Supplemental Information:  

 After first submission, COE Planner Kernen Lien responded with a letter of completeness 
and requested additional information (Exhibit 8: COE Letter). In the letter dated January 28, 
2021, to Bel Johnson, he asked for 1) Critical Areas: a wildlife biologist survey and report 
verifying whether there are blue herons nesting at PE and any mitigation measures if a colony is 
located onsite, and 2) Phase Timing: additional details on the timing of project Phases over time 
and by map section. In addition, the PE application received a lot of public comments. Bird 
advocates from the Edmonds ‘Save Our Marsh’ (SOM) group supplied the most comprehensive 
and detailed comments, including editorials in My Edmonds News and the Edmonds Beacon. All 
public comments have been compiled, reviewed, and assigned a written PE response (Exhibit 9: 
Public Comments and Responses). Kernen Lien recommended an onsite meeting between PE 
representatives, PE professionals, and SOM scientists to review this plan with the SOM citizen 
scientists. That in-person presentation took place on March 25, 2021, on the project site.  

The goal was to share with SOM the areas where the proposed project will take place, to 
review timing of the project, and describe work methods for maintaining sensitivity to the 
surrounding wildlife.  PE collaborated with SOM so the permit work will be successful and have 
a reduced potential impact.  The meeting was important to remind everyone about the PE zoning 
and COE comprehensive 50-year plan, which does not change that zoning (Exhibit 12: MP – 
Master Hillside Mixed-Use Zone) as well as to show that the property line is not the same as the 
fence line throughout the project site. No work is proposed on the adjacent Chevron property, 
even when that property is within the fence line and covered with English Ivy or other invasive 
species.  

The meeting went extremely well because this plan has considered wildlife, and will 
provide additional foraging and shelter opportunities for many avian species that frequent the 
Edmonds Marsh. The PE and SOM meeting was keenly summarized in an article written by 
Larry Vogel (My Edmonds News March 26, 2021 https://myedmondsnews.com/2021/03/point-
edwards-staff-edmonds-marsh-advocates-find-common-ground-during-review-of-vegetation-
management-plan/) (Exhibit 9). Compiled Edmonds Marsh Survey Project data was shared at the 
onsite meeting by Citizen Scientist Scott Markowitz. He has compiled avian habitat use and 
distribution information across various microhabitats in the Edmonds Marsh, including a site 
near the Point Edwards maintenance office (Exhibit 11: Edmonds Marsh Survey Project). This 
project will add to the Edmonds Marsh habitats and should attract woodpeckers and other 
keystone species, including some not noted on the list like Downy Woodpeckers and Red-
breasted Sapsuckers. 

 During Critical Area review by COE, Kernen Lien found that Washington State 
Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) Priority Habitats and Species database identified a 
blue heron colony as existing on the Point Edwards property near the stormwater pond at PE. In 
addition to the COE request and public comment, PE wanted to document whether any State or 
Federally Threatened or Endangered species were using PE as habitat and get an evaluation of 
project impacts on all wildlife, even common species. Wildlife Ecologist Andrew Rossi of 
Raedeke Associates, Inc made two site visits, February 16, and March 11, 2021, and wrote a 
Technical Memorandum dated March 15, 2021 where he reviewed the background information, 

https://myedmondsnews.com/2021/03/point-edwards-staff-edmonds-marsh-advocates-find-common-ground-during-review-of-vegetation-management-plan/
https://myedmondsnews.com/2021/03/point-edwards-staff-edmonds-marsh-advocates-find-common-ground-during-review-of-vegetation-management-plan/
https://myedmondsnews.com/2021/03/point-edwards-staff-edmonds-marsh-advocates-find-common-ground-during-review-of-vegetation-management-plan/
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described the current conditions, listed observed wildlife, and evaluated the impacts of the 
proposed project on blue herons, bald eagles, and other wildlife habitat (Exhibit 7: Wildlife 
Technical Memorandum). 

 After reviewing the background information, Raedeke Associates, Inc. found that the 
blue heron entry in the WDFW database was from March 2002, and the database had no updated 
entries because WDFW no longer conducts annual monitoring of heron colonies. Mr. Rossi 
personally surveyed the landscape for current conditions, including heron and eagle use. He 
found no evidence of heron use, or perch trees suitable for eagles within the project site. He did 
locate a single, abandoned nest structure in the PE project area. He observed a stick nest about 2-
feet wide and 1.5-ft deep located in a red alder canopy about 25-ft off the ground. It will be 
retained and monitored even though no use has been observed, or even evidence of use such as 
poop or feathers. The nest is in Red Alder Tree #179 located in TRA Map L104. The list of 
changes made to incorporate recommendations is included (Exhibit 10: List of Changes to 
Inventory) and the inventory has been updated to show the new management action. Please note 
that if during the course of implementation, even though work will be performed outside of the 
nesting season, if any evidence of nesting structures are found, that tree will be identified as such 
in the inventory, will receive no action, and will be retained and identified to COE to decide if 
review by a Wildlife Biologist should occur. 

 Blue herons are known to forage in the Edmonds Marsh, and individual herons have 
occasionally been seen using the manmade stormwater pond at PE. The manmade pond that was 
created about 20 years ago during development has water, cattails and native willows and has 
become a naturalized habitat feature. No changes to the pond have been proposed.  

Andrew Rossi, of Raedeke Associates, Inc. (RAI), during the course of his two site visits, 
observed 17 bird species, but did not find evidence of nesting blue herons or bald eagles, nor use 
by any otherwise regulated species within the north slope project site. For common bird species, 
there could be temporary displacement for some individual animals during the tree cutting 
activities. Because the species are considered common and resilient, RAI expected the possible 
displacement of some individuals to be offset by the benefit to the future community with 
increased plant diversity providing food and shelter and wildlife snags to provide perches and 
roosts.  RAI did make mitigation recommendations for this proposed permit project that we have 
incorporated: 

• Schedule all revegetation to take place outside of the nesting season, or from late 
August through February. 

• Retain some of the healthiest red alder trees and retain the red alder with the nest 
structure to promote species diversity and retain soil stability. 

• Include some native evergreen tree species in the replanting list. 
• Replant with native plants on the slopes, and keep non-native cultivars restricted to 

the formal grounds. 
• If work must be done in spring, like managing for invasive species, use only quiet 

handheld tools and do not use any loud, or large-heavy equipment to avoid disturbing 
potential nesting species. 
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Mr. Kernen Lien at the COE had also asked about the timing of the Phases. The deadline 
for this permit is July 27, 2021, and if approval were received, then Phase I could begin in 
October 2021. The work needs to take place outside of the nesting season, which is March to 
September. Phase I is the removal of 35 trees, the coppicing of 22, the wildlife snag creation of 
31 and the pruning of the 2 big leaf maples. Phase I is expected to take about 45 workdays to 
complete and if started in October 2021 should be finished by December 2021. Phase III 
replanting can begin once Phase I removals have occurred. Phase III is replanting over hundreds 
of plants and because of challenges with weather in fall and winter, the replanting is expected to 
take about 90 workdays to complete with irrigation being installed in March 2022. The tree 
pruning can take place during the replanting, but the pruning for trees in the replanting area 
should occur before new plants go in to reduce encroachment and improve establishment of the 
new community. Phase II is the pruning of 79 trees and will begin when Phase I is completed. 
Phase II is expected to take about 45 workdays. 

 

 

   
Picture 1. Edmonds is a gem of a city surrounded by natural beauty. Established public viewpoints are 
maintained at Point Edwards for the enjoyment of all. Point Edwards works hard to maintain the formal 
grounds to the highest quality. The landscape modifications outlined in this permit fit in with the COE goals 
of sustaining healthy habitats for present and future generations. (Photo credit Tom Graff, 2020). Point 
Edwards is Zoned Master Plan Hillside Mixed-Use, which has certain specifically outlined purposes 
and uses including taking advantage of site conditions and water views. This project has little to 
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do with views even though views and visual access to the water for the public from public access 
points are in the zoning. Instead, this project seeks to be allowed to manage the landscape into the 
future for health, structural stability for the slopes and trees, and invasive species management but 
it needs to start now, through pruning, removals, and wildlife snag retention. 
(http://www.edmondswa.gov/images/COE/Government/Departments/Development_Services/Planning_D
ivision/Plans/CompPlan2015/CP_2017_adopted_TitleBackground.pdf.) 
 
 
II. Permit Request 

 This Architectural Design Review Permit application (Exhibit 1: Land Use Permit 
Application) does not propose any new development or any increase in impervious surfaces. 
Rather this request is to allow landscape management through pruning existing trees and shrubs, 
removing certain trees, increasing habitat opportunities by making wildlife snags and replanting 
a variety of trees, shrubs, ferns, and groundcovers. Design review and writing of this document 
has been overseen by PE Landscape Manager Bel Johnson and by Consulting Arborist Justina 
Kraus of Champion Tree Care, LLC, supported by the PE landscape staff, and guided by the 
PEOA Board made up of seven residential members.   

 Almost all the work is on the north slope, with only a small section located on the west 
slope area. The two slopes are continuous. The west slope trees are in an area adjacent to the 
north slope and are clearly indicated on TRA Map L105 (please see Exhibit 2: Maps) and are 
described in the tree inventory database (Exhibit 3: Plant Lists). PEOA is applying for this 
Permit Type III-A Critical Area Design Review from the COE to perform tree pruning, removals 
and wildlife snag creations followed by tree and shrub replanting on a geographically sensitive 
slope.  

 Careful planning has gone into the PE landscape design both during and after 
development. The formal grounds around the buildings have achieved sustainability goals, 
having matured into attractive plantings. The formal grounds’ design requires significant 
maintenance to always be successful. While the same amount of planning went into replanting 
on the west slope, the landscape has successfully matured and grown because of the species 
selected. The west slope does not require constant maintenance like the formal grounds to be 
successful.  After much effort to install and monitor initially, the west slope is now maintained 
through pruning by a crew only once or twice a year. 

 This permit proposes removals and replanting on the north slope where large swaths were 
not redesigned, replanted, or expected to require any landscape maintenance. After clearing 20-
years ago, areas on the north slope and along the property line have regrown as a dense thicket of 
red alders (Alnus rubra). As the alders have matured, they have kept the understory diversity low 
except for undesirable weedy species like dandelions (Taraxacum officinale), or invasive, 
noxious shrubs like Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus), Scotch broom (Cytisus 
scoparius) and English ivy (Hedera helix). The wildlife forage potential has steadily decreased 
while damage from encroachment issues, particularly from the alder to the pine, has increased. 
The effort to manage and contain the noxious weeds has also increased in the 20-yr old alder 
thickets. 

http://www.edmondswa.gov/images/COE/Government/Departments/Development_Services/Planning_Division/Plans/CompPlan2015/CP_2017_adopted_TitleBackground.pdf
http://www.edmondswa.gov/images/COE/Government/Departments/Development_Services/Planning_Division/Plans/CompPlan2015/CP_2017_adopted_TitleBackground.pdf
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Picture 2. The monoculture of red alders has not allowed anything except invasive species, like the English 
ivy to flourish. This permit will replace these trees with a community of trees, shrubs, ferns, and 
groundcovers. (Photo credit Tom Graff, 2020) Please note that the chain link fence shown in this picture is 
not actually the property line, instead it is well onto Chevron property. The property line and the chain link 
fence only meet up in two spots. The English Ivy is on Chevron property. 
 
 The alder’s canopies create dense shade, and the dense roots prevent new plants from 
getting established. The trees germinated thickly initially, became established, and as a result the 
trees have grown extremely close together. The thick canopies not only prevent the natural 
colonization by desirable species but have also begun to encroach into growing spaces of near-by 
longer-lived, desirable-specimens like western red cedar (Thuja plicata) and developer- planted 
Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris). The encroachment causes slower reduced growth, dead branches, 
and/or misshapen forms. The selective and thoughtful removal, retention and replacement of 
some alder trees will increase the species diversity and habitat structure plus also reduce the 
future PE landscape maintenance requirements.  
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Picture 3. The red alders have shaded out foliage so now the desirable pine trees only have foliage on one 
side of the tree. Other red alders are growing inside the dripline of a retained and long-lived western red 

cedar. This permit requests removal of these red alders to protect the desirable, long-lived coniferous 
species. (Photo credit Bel Johnson, 2020) 

 
 
 Another aspect of this permit involves pruning trees to improve the longevity potential. 
Some of the pine trees need to have maintenance pruning performed to maintain a strong, natural 
structure. A few small pine trees have failed in the last couple of years, primarily during wet 
snow events where the snow loads change the center of gravity. The trees that failed had never 
been pruned to maintain a form that sloughs snow rather than holds it. When the trees fell over, 
they exposed a small basin of soil that held water, and potentially changed how precipitation 
moved down the slope. This permit would allow the pruning of certain trees, identified in the tree 
inventory database and on the site maps, to reduce the overall size, improve the structure, create 
stronger form, and to reduce the likelihood of whole tree failure.  
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Picture 4. Unpruned pine trees held wet snow, and several fell over after the heavy February 2019 storm 
that deposited about 2-ft of snow. This permit requests pruning for the pines to maintain a strong, stout 
structure that will shed rather than hold snow. Tree failures that can expose or loosen any soil on the PE 

slope has to be prevented. (Photo credit Bel Johnson) 
 

 
 
 We ask the COE to approve, without conditions, the landscape management activities as 
described in this application because they align with the COE Comprehensive Plan and 
municipal code. Following approval, but starting immediately at implementation, all work 
activities will be performed in constant communication with COE staff. The formal-grounds and 
much of the west-slope landscape areas are able to be routinely maintained in accordance with 
the ECDC 23.40.230.C.2 critical area exemption requirements and COE June 27, 2016 letter 
(Exhibit 4: Supplemental Reports and Documents). After completion, we look forward to a time 
when the north slope can be maintained like the other two PE landscape areas using accepted 
techniques and methods.  

 There have been no major changes to the general permit request because it already 
considered wildlife and has wanted to improve structural diversity and wildlife habitat 
opportunities since its inception. 
 
 
II.A. Application Contents, Exhibits, Supporting Documents. New 
information in Blue. 

Amended Exhibit 1: City of Edmonds Land Use Permit Application.  

• Point Edwards is applying for an Architectural Design Review to gain approval to prune, 
remove, wildlife snag, replant, and monitor. All submitted information and documents 
meet, if not exceed, the COE comprehensive plan city, state, and overarching goals.  
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• The application first submitted on December 16, 2020 has been supplemented and 
amended to incorporate Wildlife Biologist and Citizen Scientist recommendations. The 
new information also addresses City of Edmonds questions for more information 
regarding timing of implementation, and presence of great blue herons.  

 

Amended Exhibit 2: Maps.  

• Five TRA Site Maps. The north slope is a long area and has 4 TRA maps; L102 (starting 
by the maintenance building), L103, L104 and L105, where it switches to west slope. 
L106 shows the west slope.  Detailed site plans, clearly illustrating the PE hardscapes, 
locations of each tree and areas of invasive or grassy vegetation were produced by 
Thomas Rengstorf and Associates (TRA). Additional management layers have been 
added to these maps. After trees on the north slope were tagged with numbers, the tree 
inventory numbers were added to the TRA maps and field checked. After the 
management plan was resolved, the numbered trees were color coded to visually illustrate 
the desired management action. These maps clearly show the location of plants in relation 
to the buildings and property line. There are four maps that illustrate the numeric tree 
inventory for the north slope: L102, L103, L104, and L105. A fifth map, L106, 
documents the west slope and is enclosed to show the slope's continuity but is not part of 
this design plan and does not have a tree inventory installed.  

• Revegetation Maps. After removals are completed in Phase I, new trees, shrubs, ferns, 
and groundcovers will be planted to replace the vegetative layer removed. Forty-five 
trees will be removed, and 45 trees will be replanted along with 417 other plants. 

• The maps have been updated to show the changes made to the individual trees per 
Raedeke Associates, Inc., onsite visits, and technical memorandum. 

 

Amended Exhibit 3: Plant Lists. 

• Tree Inventory Database. A tree inventory is maintained for all trees located on the 
north slope. The tree inventory allows PE to store information about tree status that can 
be updated over time. Tree health and management schedules are tracked for individual 
trees and it is also useful to manage groups of similar trees. Entire areas can have work 
types grouped and sorted electronically, then can be verified physically to match the tree 
tags. Trees are physically tagged with permanent silver numbered markers. Tree location, 
species, size, and elevation were recorded.  The tree inventory also references the 
management action and the basis for the action for each tree.  

• The inventory database that includes 260 (#42 listed in tree inventory but not 
counted in overall tree numbers) trees has been updated to incorporate the changes 
recommended by Raedeke Associates, Inc. The list of exact changes from the 
database submitted on December 16, 2020, is included under Exhibit 4.  
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• Phase III Replanting Plant Lists. 45 trees will be replanted along with 417 other plants. 
The replanting list includes the type, size, and number of all plants to be installed after 
completion of tree work in Phases I and II.  

• The replanting list was modified to include coniferous evergreen trees, and to 
feature native species, or native species varieties and cultivars with improved 
disease resistance.  

 

No Change. Exhibit 4: Supplemental Reports and Documents. 

• Geo-Tech Report. A recent December 15, 2020, Geo-Tech Report was completed by 
Bill LaPrade of Shannon & Wilson as requested by the COE contact Kernen Lien. After 
site visits, Bill LaPrade determined that the work as proposed is safe to perform on the 
areas with slopes greater than 40% at a reduced replacement ratio.  

• Wetland Study. Wetlands & Wildlife, Inc., Scott Spooner, Environmental Consulting 
Founder, Owner, and Biologist/Ecologist performed a site visit and prepared a Critical 
Areas Reconnaissance Report on November 10, 2014. He determined no wetlands; no 
streams and no shorelines are present on the PE grounds. The only pond is a man-made 
water detention pond (located on TRA Map L104).  

• City of Edmonds - June 27, 2016, Letter. The maintenance for all the grounds at PE is 
guided by the list of allowed activities and those activities that would require permitting 
to be performed; written by COE Senior Planner Kernen Lien with Shane Hope, 
Development Services Director Cc’d addressed to Bel Johnson, PE Landscape Manager. 
 

Amended Exhibit 5: Checklists. 

• Environmental Checklist (SEPA Study). The Washington State Environmental Policy 
Act has been in place since 1971. This State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) helps 
outline the environmental impacts expected for a landscape modifying project. There 
have been several SEPA studies done for projects at PE, relating to site development. The 
landscape modifications for this project include removing and coppicing trees, pruning 
other trees and replanting a community of shrubs, ferns and groundcovers. All work will 
be done by hand to protect the integrity of the slope. There will not be any grading or 
changes to the slope. There will not be any modification to the slope contour, nor will any 
heavy equipment or machinery ever be used to move or compact soil. The three project 
Phases will be completed by people using small handheld, gas-powered tools such as 
chainsaws and/or trimmers; or using handheld digging tools like shovels and 
wheelbarrows. If a wood-chipper is used to create mulch, it will never enter the slope or 
be positioned on bare soil. Instead, the chipper would be parked on the existing access 
road to the pond; with debris manually carried off the slope to be processed on the road. 
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Only material blocking replanting will be removed from the slope to turn into mulch, and 
it will in turn be used to mulch the new plants. 

• The SEPA form has been updated to include recommendations and observations made by 
Raedeke Associates, Inc.  PE has supplemented this permit to incorporate the tree 
inventory recommendations, based on the wildlife seen onsite by wildlife biologist 
Andrew Rossi, of Raedeke Associates, Inc.  

• Critical Areas Checklist. This two-page checklist helps City staff to have a summary of 
the plan and site location with landscape attributes.  
 

Amended Exhibit 6: Point Edwards Landscape Management Plan. 

• Point Edwards Landscape Management Plan for formal grounds, west and north 
slopes. The PE LMP (Landscape Management Plan) is a document describing landscape 
maintenance activities for all of PE; both the formal grounds as well as on the slopes. PE 
hopes to get the north slope landscape modified so it can then be maintained into 
perpetuity within COE exemptions.  

• PE had Raedeke Associates, Inc. review the PE LMP as submitted on December 16, 
2020. The LMP has also been supplemented, like this permit, to include changes they 
recommended.  

New Exhibit 7: Wildlife Technical Memorandum. 
 

• March 15, 2021, Technical Memorandum written by Andrew Rossi of Raedeke 
Associates, Inc.  A Wildlife Biologist at Raedeke Associates, Inc. was hired because the 
COE had found blue herons were listed on the WDFW online Priority Habitats and 
Species and asked for more information about presence of herons and impacts of the 
proposed project. Mr. Rossi made two site visits and found no evidence of active heron 
nests within the project site. One small individual nest of unidentified species was 
identified in the project site and that tree has been changed in the inventory to be retained 
and monitored.  
 

New Exhibit 8: Letter of Completeness and Request of Additional Information 
 

• January 28, 2021, A Letter of Completeness and Request of Additional Information 
by Kernen Lien City of Edmonds. Mr. Lien confirmed receipt of the PE application and 
asked for more information in two areas. Documentation by a Wildlife Biologist to 
indicate use of the project site by blue herons because a search regarding the Critical 
Areas had revealed an old layer in the WDFW Priority Habitats and Species lists 
indicated presence of a blue heron nesting colony near the manmade stormwater pond. 
Kernen Lien also asked for more information regarding the timing of the project 
activities. The Wildlife Biologist’s recommendations are going to be followed to avoid 
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working during the spring and summer nesting seasons. But because of the slope, work 
will also not take place during extreme winter weather.  
 

New Exhibit 9: Public Comments with PE Responses 
 

• Publicly Asked Questions (PAQ) and Comments from the open comment period. We 
appreciated the interest the public took in this project, especially bird advocates and the 
Save Our Marsh (SOM) group. Every comment and question were considered, and we 
noted the recurring themes. We have incorporated the recommendations of a qualified 
Wildlife Biologist, and Citizen Scientists from SOM, in response to the concerns this 
project did not consider wildlife enough. We thought we had but relished the chance to 
include more opportunities for wildlife benefit. Answers have been given to PAQs and 
included because we appreciated the chance to consider outside input. 

 
New Exhibit 10: List of Changes to Tree Inventory Database. 
 

• Our list of the changes made to incorporate Wildlife Biologist and Citizen Scientist 
recommendations. 

 
New Exhibit 11: Edmonds Marsh Survey Project, Scott Markowitz, Pilchuck Audubon 

 Society, Snohomish WA. 
 

• March 25, 2021, Scott Markowitz, The Edmonds Marsh Survey Project Overview. 
Mr. Markowitz compiled an information sheet for the SOM and PE in person meeting on 
March 25, 2021, outlining the project he and others are conducting to study and 
document bird use and distribution across microhabitats in the Edmonds Marsh. For the 
SEPA study we did not include every species from Scott Markowitz’s list, rather only 
those recommendations and species documented by Wildlife Biologist Andrew Rossi. 
However, in the larger scale of managing PE through time and for common and 
uncommon avian species, we are using the Edmonds Marsh Survey list. We have noticed 
two bird species not seen by the Wildlife Biologist and not on the Edmonds Marsh list: 
Downy Woodpeckers and Red-breasted Sapsuckers. Increasing standing dead wood and 
structural complexity will attract woodpeckers, which are keystone species creating nests 
and habitat features other animals need for nesting. 
 

New Exhibit 12: MP 1 – Master Plan Hillside Mixed-Use Zone 
 

• PE is zoned as MP 1 – Master Plan Hillside Mixed-Use, which has certain specifically 
outlined purposes and uses including taking advantage of site conditions and water views. 
This project has little to do with views even though views and visual access to the water 
for the public from public access points is described in the zoning. Instead, this project 
seeks to be allowed to manage the landscape into the future for health, structure, and 
access but it needs to start now, through pruning, removals, and wildlife snag retention 
now. 
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III. Summary of Actions 

 This proposal is for a Permit Type III-A, Design Review for Vegetation Modifications on 
a Geologically Sensitive Critical Slope. No new building development, no additional paved 
surfaces and no earth moving machines will be used to make engineering or geologic changes at 
any time or as any part of this proposal. PE will hire ISA Certified Arborists to prune selected 
trees that have not been pruned before, remove trees to reduce encroachment and allow for 
replanting, replant with a mixture of trees and shrubs, create and maintain living and dead 
wildlife snag features and care for the modified landscape into perpetuity.  

 Vegetation modification means both to change an individual plant in some way, and to 
alter an entire plant community. Historical evidence indicates that humans have been changing 
their vegetative surroundings for 1,000s of years, making modifications that increased food 
supply and decreased hazards. Many of the best gardens in Edmonds are made up of plants from 
all over the world chosen for their beauty or special attributes. For this project, intended 
manipulations at both the individual tree and community scales will be used during 
implementation of this landscape level plan.   

 Primarily in this case, the change will be to modify an individual tree’s shape through 
pruning. From a community perspective, the careful reduction of domination by one species (red 
alder) will allow for more species to flourish. After project completion and the five-year 
monitoring ends, the north slope landscape will have the benefits of being a wild area that 
provides many opportunities for food, forage, and nesting. In addition, the amount of 
maintenance is expected to decrease with time (the right plant in the right place needs less work 
and causes less encroachment or potential for tree failure) while the wildlife benefits will 
increase every year (more flowers and fruit on larger plants for example, more dead wood and 
leaf debris as plants mature).  

 Every tree was physically tagged with a number, inspected for longevity potential, and 
catalogued in an Excel database. The organization by numbers allows trees with similar 
management actions to be grouped together and as well makes sure all trees on the slope are 
included. The tree inventory was installed to all the trees that were 6-ft tall or larger. The 
inventory is stored as an Excel database linking tree numbers to map location, species, elevation, 
tree height and caliper, and the recommended management action.  

 The tree inventory has been correlated to the TRA Site maps (Exhibit 2) so that the maps 
indicate the action for each tree. The TRA maps will be used by crews to implement the work 
once approved, so the maps compliment the database information. The management actions are 
expanded upon in the IV.B. Definitions section that starts on page 8. Every assigned action 
relates to the longevity potential, which is the sum of the known species characteristics, position 
in relation to slope, encroachment impacts on other trees/features and long-term permanence 
potential. There are 261 trees in the inventory (please see Exhibit 3).  

 
The number of trees impacted for each management action category is divided as follows: 
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• 45 Removals (cut down and leave dead stump), 
• 28 to Coppice (cut down but leave stump expected to resprout),  
• Prune 78 (selective trimming of branches to change tree’s shape),  
• 24 Snags (create taller than a stump-living (11) or dead (13) wildlife snags),  
• No Action to 86 (in Phase I, II or III), either because a tree has been pruned previously or 

just requires monitoring.  

This project has evolved since incorporating the public comments, COE request, onsite meetings 
and review by experts. This project would benefit the slope, birds, people, and the City of 
Edmonds perpetually, starting now. Please let the following tree work activities take place, to be 
performed by ISA Certified Arborists, performed outside of the nesting season (nesting season is 
March-September) and outside of extreme winter storm events (change annually). There are 260 
trees described in this project, but the many established shrubs and groundcovers were not 
counted. Trees less than 4-inches caliper were not inventoried. This project will: 

• Monitor 89 trees 
• Prune 80 [2 Big Leaf Maples, 2 Doug-firs, 7 Western Red Cedars, 24 Scots Pine, and 45 

Shore Pine]. The 69 Pines need pruning to improve structure due to the trees breaking 
and uprooting because of wind load in wet snowstorm events. The other trees will be 
pruned to increase growing space and reduce encroachment. 

• Remove 35 [1 Western Red Cedar, 3 Douglas-fir, 5 Scots Pine, 26 Red Alders]. The 26 
Red Alders are located in an area adjacent to Chevron property that is over-run by 
invasive species under the monoculture of Red Alder. This project would like to remove 
the Red Alder and change the landscape in this area to improve the quality by removing 
one domineering species that does not allow anything to grow underneath, to be replanted 
with a diversity of species, of varying structure, heights, forage opportunities, flowers, 
fruit and nesting possibilities.  

• Modify canopy of 31 Red Alder to create “Wildlife Snags”. Wildlife snags provide 
standing dead wood to be used by keystone species such as woodpeckers. The 
woodpeckers excavate nests that get used and reused by other wildlife species as time 
passes. Living wildlife snags are even more long-lived than dead ones. Red Alders are an 
excellent wildlife snag species because they do it in nature, and are long lasting habitat 
features. 16 living snags and 15 dead snags, all Red Alders will be modified. The trees 
are scattered throughout the project site to offer more possible microhabitats. 

• Coppice 22 [16 Red Alder and 6 Black Cottonwood]. These trees will be managed as 
large shrubs and retained in the landscape. The canopies need to be reduced to allow for 
new plants to be established, to reduce the chance of storm damage, to reduce 
encroachment, and to allow future management to be done from the ground rather than 
needing highly specialized tree climbers. 
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Arborists perform tree surgery using known industry standards and protocols. The American 
National Standards Institute ANSI-A300 standards are for the tree care industry. The term “tree 
removal” usually means to cut down and/or dismantle a tree to remove the above ground portion 
from the space it occupies. The removed tree is expected to die, not resprout, the roots will die 
and the stump and below ground portion will decay over time. Some trees do not die when cut 
down. Those trees can be coppiced or cut down but leaving a living stump expected to resprout. 
Because of the tree species on our site, we can coppice some trees, managing them into the 
future, instead of only performing removals, where the roots die. 

 Certain tree species have adapted to regrow if the top of the tree gets damaged; it is a 
beneficial adaptation for trees in flood plains and in fire-prone regions. The species behaves the 
same in an urban environment and if cut down, the stump remains alive will resprout and grow 
branches in the spring. Tree species like red alder, willow and cottonwood are species that only 
rarely die when cut down to a stump. Historically coppicing was used to produce leafy animal 
forage, used as materials for basketry and kindling fires. In urban forestry today it is used to keep 
power line corridors and ski lifts clear of tall vegetation.  

 Coppicing is a useful tool for reducing encroachment issues, giving slower growing 
desirable species increased access to resources like light and water, gains space for new plants to 
become established without killing the roots or needing to replant another plant in that location. 
On critical slopes, it is beneficial if the roots stay alive, do not begin to decay and do not stop 
holding the soil in place. Future maintenance is reduced because the plant can be managed from 
the ground instead of needing ladders to access and/or trained ISA Certified Arborists using tree 
climbing gear. To coppice a tree, or the coppicing of a tree, cannot be done to every species 
because not all will resprout once cut. It is a characteristic that trees have evolved to stay alive 
when flood, windstorm, landslide, or fire disturbances do damage.  

 Snags refer to dead or partially alive trees that remain standing and provide essential bird 
perches, foraging opportunities and safe cover from predators and weather. Snags are more 
common in older forests but generally absent from the urban forest due to removal of old and 
veteran trees, dead trees, and dead wood. Landscape enhancement is one of the driving goals, so 
this plan has included the creation of both dead and living snags; 13 dead and 11 living. Living 
snags imitate trees broken in storms and can provide unique habitat features. Living snags can 
provide the most benefits to wildlife because the living structure provides foraging and nesting 
materials.  

 The TRA Site maps L102, L103, L104 and L105 have the tree numbers labeled and are 
color coded with an identifying key visually representing the management action for every tree 
in the inventory. The tree inventory database and the TRA Site maps complement each other but 
highlight slightly different information. The database allows for the collection of numeric data 
about each tree and the ability to sort the data while the TRA Site maps visually describe the 
location, number, species, and management action. The TRA maps will be used by crews to 
systematically implement this plan (once approved) working methodically across the slope. 

 Management action implementation has been broken into three phases to combine like 
tasks and to minimize the geographic area impacted at any one time. Similar tasks will be 
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completed so that the entire project can have an efficient process. Phase I, the first phase, will 
include all the removals, coppicing and, the creation of living and dead snag, plus 2 trees will be 
pruned for a total of 99 trees. As listed on page 9, there will be 45 trees removed, 28 coppiced, 
24 snags created (11 left alive, 13 killed and left standing) and 2 big leaf maples pruned.   

 Phase I activities have been changed so that the Wildlife Biologist’s recommendations 
could be incorporated. The table below has been updated to show where the changes have been 
made. Healthy Red Alders have been kept, especially those along the property line outside of the 
monoculture area, and because of the benefit to individual wildlife of microhabitats, more 
wildlife snags will be created. In Phase I, PE’s request is to remove 35 trees, create 31 wildlife 
snags, 22 trees will be coppiced, and 2 big leaf maples will be pruned. 

 

Phase I - Removals 
by Species 

# Of 

Red Alder 36 26 

Cedar 1 

Fir 3 

Scots Pine 5 

Total 45 35 
  

Phase I – Coppice by 
Species 

 

Cottonwood 6 

Red Alder 22 16 

Total 28 22 
  

Phase I – Wildlife 
Snags 

 

Living 11 16 

Dead 13 15 

Total 24 31 
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Phase I – Pruning 
 

Big Leaf Maple 2 

Total 2 
  

Phase I-Total  99 90 

Table 1. There are 260 (1 is no longer standing #42 – if counted 261) total trees in the inventory and 90 
will be modified during Phase I (34%). For the first part of this project, referred to as Phase I, 45 trees 
will be cut down, or removed, coppicing to 28 and pruning of the only 2 big leaf maples. These numbers 
have changed to incorporate Biologist and Citizen Scientist recommendations. It was important to retain 
some red alders, and create more living and dead wildlife snags for woodpeckers. 

 In Phase II, there will be no removals or coppicing; instead, pruning will be done to 
modify the height, shape, structure and/or reduce the encroachment issues. The pruning will be 
done using known industry standards and proper pruning tools. Trees being pruned in Phases I 
and II are all desirable landscape elements that will require maintenance pruning again in the 
future. Pruning will occur to 76 trees in Phase II; 2 Douglas-fir and 3 western red cedar will be 
windowed; 26 Scots pine and 45 shore pine will be formally maintained in a Japanese garden 
style.  

 The pruning is being done to preserve desirable species so that the health, structure, and 
longevity will be improved. In Phase II, we would like to prune 78 trees. A few Western Red 
Cedars were included because the encroachment issues are reducing health, and 2 precarious 
Scots Pine need to be removed and replaced to remove risk of failure during an extreme wet 
snowstorm. 

     

Phase II – Pruning by Species # Of 
Cedar 3 7 
Fir 2 
Scots Pine 26 24 
Shore Pine 45 

     Total 76 78 
Table 2. Phase II is only pruning. No removals, coppicing or wildlife snagging will be performed in Phase 
II, instead 76 trees will be pruned, selectively removing certain branches, to modify the height, shape, 
structure and/or reduce encroachment issues. Pruning is done to retain valuable trees in the landscape into 
the future. The Pines need to be pruned to improve the structure during wet snowstorm events when those 
two species of Pine are known to break and/or fall-over under the extra load. The Western Red Cedar and 
the Douglas-firs need to be pruned to improve health because encroachment is reducing the vigor from 
lack of growing space. 
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 Pruning is an umbrella term that covers all styles of trimming trees and shrubs. Shearing, 
hedging, selectively removing branches, height reduction, candling, windowing, Japanese style, 
and shaping are all types of pruning. Proper pruning has a structural goal in mind and all cuts 
work to strengthen that goal. Shearing and hedging are done in the formal grounds at PE to 
maintain hedges and foundation shrubs, but it must be done once or twice a year and repeated 
every year to be successful. Windowing selectively removes certain branches to allow for more 
light, air and/or lightens up a certain portion of the canopy. Japanese style pruning has been 
developed over the centuries and includes bonsai trees. Opened 60 years ago, the Seattle 
Japanese Garden showcases all the many pruning styles listed above 
(https://www.seattlejapanesegarden.org/about-us-index). 

 The American National Standards Institute (ANSI A300 – Tree Care Industry Protocols) 
lists in detail the minimum standards for acceptable tree pruning, removal, cabling and bracing 
and retention during construction. The International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) proctors the 
ISA Certified Arborist and Tree Risk Assessors Certification Programs. Wildlife snagging, 
coppicing and other ecological forestry techniques were researched and developed during the 
Spotted Owl recovery years and in response to fire ecology and management. Ecological forestry 
methods have been successfully used for decades at the Cedar River Watershed; the watershed 
that provides two-thirds of the water to King County (https://www.seattle.gov/utilities/protecting-
our-environment/our-water-sources/cedar-river-watershed/education-center).  

 Once Phase I has been completed, planting needs to occur as soon as possible to prevent 
unwanted weedy species from colonizing, to prevent any soil erosion and to get the planned 
landscape established. Our replanting plan will increase the species diversity, stand structure and 
wildlife foraging opportunities while also gaining in attractiveness through time by using a 
mixture of different trees, shrubs- large, medium and low-growing, perennial- and evergreen-
ferns, and evergreen groundcover. We will adhere to the rules set by the COE for best 
management practices (BMPs) regarding storm water erosion control management techniques. 
PE will implement erosion control methods after Phase I is completed to minimize erosion and 
sediments from rainfall runoff at the areas where tree will be modified and identify, reduce, and 
prevent the pollution to runoff and stormwater. BMPs for stabilization include mulching the 
ground with straw, wood chips, or jute mats, covering any stockpiled soil with plastic, and 
finally by reserving existing vegetation. No large machinery or excavation equipment will be 
used at any time. This project will be completed using manual labor using hand-held tools. If a 
wood-chipper is used, it will be parked on the flat access road and debris will be dragged to the 
chipper (for example in areas where replanting needs to occur).  

 The replanting plan will need to start once Phase I has been completed, and it should be 
done using known standards and best management practices for planting on a slope. Planting 
should occur as soon as possible after completing Phase I, to be done at a time when new plants 
will have the best chance of success. Plants are alive, so it is not ideal to transport and install 
them during the very hot/very dry summer months or in the winter if soils are frozen. Because 
the work is on a slope, no planting should occur during the wettest times of year when the soil is 
heavy and saturated with water. The ideal timing for installing this planting plan is likely to be 
from late February to early May and again from early September to mid-November. The final 
decision should be made closer to the actual time of installation.  

https://www.seattlejapanesegarden.org/about-us-index
https://www.seattle.gov/utilities/protecting-our-environment/our-water-sources/cedar-river-watershed/education-center
https://www.seattle.gov/utilities/protecting-our-environment/our-water-sources/cedar-river-watershed/education-center
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 Two TRA maps have been enhanced to show where existing inventoried trees will be and 
where new plants are to be installed in relation to the existing (Exhibit 4). A worksheet, named 
“Replanting”, located in the tree inventory excel database, lists the plant type (tree, shrub, fern, 
and groundcover), botanical and common names, quantity to be installed, expected available 
size, and the specifications for proper spacing apart from other plants.  

 
Phase III- New 

Plants 
# 

of 
Trees 45 

Lg Shrubs 48 

Med Shrubs 61 

Low Shrubs 92 

Ferns 90 

Groundcovers 126 

Total 462 

Table 3. Forty-five trees will be planted along with 201 shrubs (Lg, med and low combined), 90 ferns and 
126 groundcovers. The complete replanting list is in the tree inventory excel database. The worksheet 
named Replanting lists the type, size and number to be installed. Native plant species will be used 
because both Wildlife Biologist Andrew Rossi and Citizen Scientist Scott Markowitz described the 
benefits of native plant species for Edmonds’s wildlife. Native plant species are also beneficial because 
they tend to be better adapted to the seasonal weather patterns and so production of flowers and fruit is 
better timed with wildlife reproductive strategies. 
 
 Since 45 trees must be removed, 45 new trees have been selected to be planted (Table 4). 
But because trees alone do not make a successful forest community, 417 additional plants will 
also be planted (Table 3); 48 large, 61 medium, and 92 low shrubs, 126 groundcover and 90 
ferns. Our landscape modifications will positively change the current plant community by 
increasing species diversity and visual interest, canopy coverage sizes and shapes. It will 
increase wildlife habitat through more foraging, nesting, and cover for resting.  
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Only 35 trees are now proposed for removal, but there is not going to be a change to the 
numbers in the replanting plan. More shrubs than trees have been chosen on purpose because 
they can offer the lowest maintenance with the most wildlife habitat features (flowers, fruit, 
safety, nesting). In addition, the landscape is already densely vegetated, and this work is being 
done to keep the existing landscape intact. Work will be done around retained trees and shrubs, 
and outside of expected nesting season to improve the landscape for wildlife, the public and PE 
residents alike. 

 

 
Tree Common Name Quantity Size 

Amur Maple 3 1.25" 

Standard Vine Maple 2 7gal 

Pacific Fire Vine Maple 3 7gal 

Sunglow Vine Maple 5 7gal 

Obelisk Serviceberry 1 1.25" 

Regent Serviceberry 8 7gal 

Pagoda Dogwood 5 1.25" 

Cherokee Brave Dogwood 5 1" 

Little Poncho Dwarf Kousa Dogwood 7 7gal 

Black Dragon Cryptomeria 3 7gal 

Jane Pratt Star Magnolia 3 1.25" 
 
Table 4. Eleven different tree varieties, from eight unique tree species, will be replanted to increase the 
species diversity from four species to eight. 
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PHASE III – PLANT LIST  
Please Refer to the Revegetation Maps: L102, E33-E42 and L104, E3-E8    
 
   Scientific    Common 
Symbol Type    Name          Name Quantities  Size Spacing_  
 
Trees: 
   
A  Tree Acer ‘Ginnal’   Amur Maple  3 1 ¼” 20’ on center  
A  Tree Amelanchier A.   Serviceberry ‘Obelisk’ 3 1 ¼” 15’ o.c.   
C  Tree Cornus pagoda   Dogwood  6 1 ¼””    
VM  Tree Acer circinantum  Vine Maple  2 7g 20’ o.c.   
C  Tree Cornus ‘Cherokee B’ Dogwood  5 1 15’ o.c.   
B  Tree Cryptomeria J.  ‘Black Dragon’  3  7g 10’ o.c.   
VM  Tree Acer circinantum  Vine Maple ‘Sunglow’ 2  7g 10’ o.c. 
VM  Tree Acer circinantum Vine Maple ‘Pacific Fire 3  7g 10’ o.c. 
A  Tree Amelanchier  Serviceberry ‘Regent’ 3  7g 10’ o.c. 
B  Tree Betula papyrifera Paper Birch  3  8’ 15’ o.c. 
C  Tree Cornus Kousa x nuttallii Eddies white wonder 6  10g 12’ o.c. 
C  Tree Cornus Kousa x nuttallii Dogwood Venus  6  6’ to7’ 15’ o.c. 
Bu  Tree Rhamus p. Cascara Buckthorn  8  7g 10’ o.c. 
Ce  Tree Thuja plicata Excelsa Cedar   7  7g 10’ o.c. 
Ce  Tree Thuja plicata Hogan Hogan Red Cedar 7  7g 10’ o.c. 
 
Shrubs: 
 
M Large Shrub Mock Orange  Philadelphus ‘lewisii’  8  5g 6’ o.c. 
I Large Shrub Ribes S.  Currant   17  5g 6’ o.c.  
H Large Shrub Vaccinium ‘ovatum’ Evergreen Huckleberry 23  3g 6’ o.c.  
O Medium Shrub Mahonia ‘aquifolium’ Oregon Grape   12  2g 4.5’ o.c.  
R Medium Shrub Rhododendron  Rhodendron   15  5g 4.5’ o.c. 
S Medium Shrub Symphoricarpos Snowberry   25  2g 4.5’ o.c. 
V Medium Shrub Viburnum ‘davidii’  Viburnum  9  3g 4.5’ o.c. 
D Medium Shrub Cornus ‘Sericea’ Red Osier Dogwood 5  5g 4.5’ o.c. 
D Medium Shrub Cornus ‘Sanguinea’ Mid-winter Fire  4  5g 4.5’ o.c. 

Low Shrub  Mahonia ‘nervosa’ Oregon Grape  27  1g 2 o.c. 
Low Shrub Athyrium filix-femina Lady Fern  30  4” 3’ o.c. 
Low Shrub Blechnum spicant Deer Fern  30  4” 3’ o.c. 
Low Shrub Polystichum minutum Sword Fern  30  1g 3’ o.c.  
Groundcover Arctostaphylos   Kinnickinnick  126  4” 2 o.c.  
Groundcover Gaultheria shallon Salal   65  1g 2 o.c. 

E Existing Trees  
 
Existing Low Shrubs/Groundcover 
Polystichum minutum/Sword fern = 42 existing throughout E3-E8   
 
Blue Font indicates new plant species being used based on wildlife considerations. Many of the 
originally proposed plants were natives, and are being kept as indicated by the black font with no 
strike through. Black font with strike through plants will not be used.  
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IV. Goals and Definitions 
 
 IV.A. Goals 
 
 We have identified six goals as the primary drivers for this project. Maintaining slope 
stability and integrity into the future is primary. Secondary and tertiary goals include improving 
the landscape diversity and maintaining view corridors from public viewpoints. Using best 
management practices and industry standards while building a relationship of trust between COE 
and PE are the fourth and fifth goals, respectively. Finally, to preserve and maintain future use of 
site benefits, action needs to take place now. The final goal is to use foresight to increase 
landscape benefits now and into the future. 

 The integrity of the slope is paramount for many reasons. There have been no large 
landslides or patches of erosion on the west or north slopes. The west slope was revegetated 15 
years ago, and the north slope was not in the section where revegetation occurred. We believe the 
slope integrity will not be compromised because modifications will be done in the proper season 
using methods to avoid soil disruption or exposure. The PE residents enjoy walking through the 
PE grounds on trails and walking paths. A sustainable landscape, thoughtfully designed, is also 
possible on a slope. The 2020 Geo-Technical Report (Exhibit 5) felt that the methods and 
proposed design using trees and shrubs to hold the soil in place would not adversely impact other 
properties, other critical areas, and would sufficiently mitigate hazards to be equal to, or less 
than, predevelopment conditions.  

 The north slope is within 500 feet of the Edmonds Marsh. To improve the habitat for 
humans and wildlife, primarily birds, modifications to improve the plant species diversity and 
structure are proposed. The north slope acts as a buffer between PE formal grounds and the 
adjacent south edge of the Chevron properties currently covered in dense red alder groves. The 
focus of the second goal is to improve the species diversity and structural habitat 
characteristics.  Replacement with a mixture of maples, dogwoods, and serviceberries along with 
a diverse array of shrubs, ferns and groundcovers will replace 45 trees that only offered structure; 
but no flowers, fruits, or groundcover.  The alder monoculture only offered one type of structure. 
Some trees will be converted into standing wildlife snags to provide structural diversity. Many 
birds such as woodpeckers and chickadees use cavities excavated out of wildlife snags to nest 
and reproduce. Increasing the structural opportunities with planting a variety of flowering and 
fruiting plants can provide additional habitat opportunities for resident birds, and/or birds using 
the marsh.   

Improving habitat opportunities and plant diversity at PE for the greater benefit of the 
unique Edmonds Marsh was further cemented after the meeting with SOM Citizen Scientists and 
representatives. While this project may cause an initial disturbance, over time the landscape will 
offer more possible habitat for avian species that use the Edmonds Marsh by increasing the 
number of native species on the north slope. More microhabitats will be created by creating new 
pockets in established landscape features, by mixing in wildlife snags with flowering, coniferous, 
small, medium and tall trees and shrubs. In the Red Alder and English Ivy monoculture patch, 
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planting a diversity of other native species will create a landscape tapestry connecting site and 
wildlife.  

 The City of Edmonds is rightfully referred to as a “Gem of a City” because of its 
beautiful views, public beaches, ferry system and marina, marsh habitat and urban forests. The 
third goal of this permit is to start the maintenance of the view corridors as seen from the public 
viewpoints and as viewed along the public walkway. The view north shows the Edmonds marsh 
and Cascade Mountains, and the west view is toward the Puget Sound, Edmonds Ferry and the 
Olympic Mountains. PE maintains the access to public overlooks and public walkways but the 
view from these required public amenities gets more compromised every year.  View corridor 
maintenance will be done using pruning techniques, or by selective tree removal with subsequent 
replacement of a shorter statured species. The work will be done so that the view is framed by 
natural and attractive looking trees. No topping of trees for view is proposed in this project. 
Instead methods like windowing for coniferous trees and drop crotch pruning to reduce 
deciduous trees will keep view corridors open.  

 A fourth goal was to develop a plan that uses methods developed from best available 
science and tested and shown to work. The west slope of PE was converted into native shrubs 
and coppiced maple trees more than 15 years ago. The slope has since then been successfully 
maintained using pruning with small diameter cuts to keep shore pine short, the shrubs low and 
bushy, and to keep the maples shrubby. The plantings have grown and thrived. Invasive species, 
with the exception in some areas of bird dispersed Himalayan blackberry, are not able to get 
established in the dense planting. Methods used for west slope implementation, monitoring, and 
maintenance will be the same ones used to manage proposed north slope actions. 

 A fifth goal is developing a relationship built on trust between the PE Owners 
Association, the COE planning and development department and the Edmonds Design Review 
Board. Point Edwards is owned by numerous Condo owners and the landscape is managed by a 
maintenance team. The developer responsible for creating any negative situations related to 
development with the COE is not involved anymore. The PEOA Board acts in good faith and has 
strived to develop a plan that will comply with COE goals, uses known industry standards and 
best available science, and will improve habitat diversity and structure while maintaining future 
use of view corridors from public viewpoints. Constant communication between Landscape 
Manager Bel Johnson and COE senior planner Kernen Lien over the past 10 years has developed 
a relationship between PE and COE that we want to cement into a foundation of trust regarding 
the landscape maintenance procedures at PE.  

After the onsite meeting with the Save Our Marsh group, we look forward to maintaining 
the rapport established between PE and the Edmonds Marsh representatives. PE provides special 
public access walkways, and viewpoints that provide unique views into the Edmonds Marsh. PE 
wants to be able to responsibly manage the landscape from now through forever, and looks 
forward to working with COE and SOM to be good stewards of the land. 

 This permit request has been guided by the above goals, using past experiences and 
successful methods to establish the proposed actions. Point Edwards plans to exist into perpetuity 
and to care for the PE landscapes forever. The final goal of this project is a successful future and 
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a plan to manage the landscape into perpetuity. A thriving future landscape, with increased plant 
diversity and wildlife habitat opportunities that can maintain slope stability, and slightly open 
view corridors from public viewpoints of the marsh and ferry will mean the many goals of this 
plan have been met.  

 

 IV.B. Definitions 

Actions – Once this plan is approved then the management actions can be implemented. The 
pruning, wildlife snagging, or removal of a tree is considered a management action and is 
referred to as an Action in the Detailed Actions section V. 

Adaptive Management – Is a process for improving management policies and practices by using 
past experiences to guide future outcomes. The process of monitoring indicates whether goals are 
being met and asks, “if goals are being met how can the next actions be improved upon in order 
to exceed the goals?”. If goals are not being met, then it is a process of noticing that an 
improvement in methods is needed so predetermined goals can still be achieved in the future. 

Areas – The measurable extent of a piece of land. This project has four areas that comprise the 
north slope that are just based on the corresponding four TRA maps. Area One corresponds to 
the area outlined by map L102, Area Two corresponds to L103, Area Three to L104, and Area 
Four to L105. 

Caliper – Rather than relying only on height or canopy width, caliper measures the diameter of 
the trunk at a given height. Caliper usually refers to small statured trees while diameter at breast 
height is used for larger trees. Breast height is measured at 4.5-ft above the ground, while caliper 
is usually measured above the root crown where a trunk enters the soil. 

Canopy Coverage – Refers to the soil area shaded out by the leaves, branches, and twigs of plant 
material. It is commonly expressed as a percentage of ground covered by overhanging by the 
vertical projections of plant cover. The force and weight of precipitation is intercepted and 
slowed by leaves, branches, and bark. Canopy coverage is a measure of the amount of plant 
cover over soil. 

Citizen Scientist – An interested, educated, and knowledgeable naturalist that volunteers their 
time to observe and record wildlife rather than be retained formally or work ongoing as an 
expert. Many citizen scientists have higher educations in natural sciences, or come from 
experienced environmental backgrounds. As formal funding sources get cut, citizen scientist 
groups are critical to maintaining databases and keeping ongoing survey programs going. 

Coppicing Pruning – A pruning method that cuts a tree or shrub down to a tall stump relying on 
the capacity of the stump to survive and push out new shoots because of known species 
characteristics. Historically trees were coppiced to produce sprouts for basketry or for firewood. 
Coppicing in this project promotes slope stability while keeping the stumps maintainable from 
the ground using common methods rather than technical tree climbing skills. Keeping the stump 
alive keeps the roots alive, which holds the soil in place. Coppiced trees can be pruned 
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periodically and maintained like large shrubs. Replanting cannot occur where a coppiced tree 
grows because the coppiced tree remains and keeps growing occupying the space. 

Crown Reduction Pruning – The selective removal of live branches back to lateral junctions in 
order to decrease the height or width of a tree canopy. Uses the natural junctions and known 
biology for the species. Crown reduction is done to reduce height to make more windfirm on a 
slope or to open up selected view corridors. The reduction method is referred to as drop crotch 
pruning.  

Drop Crotch Pruning – Selective removal of a branch by cutting back to a crotch created by a 
lateral branch. This technique is used to reduce the size of a tree canopy while still leaving the 
tree with a natural tree shape (not hedged or topped into a flat line). 

Encroachment – Occurs by gradual steps as one plant grows into the growing space or resources 
of an adjacent plant. The advantage in access to resources, hardier biomass, increasing cover 
and/or density puts them in competition with neighbors. Encroachment can occur below ground, 
at ground level or in the air between plants. Desirable plants may be slower growing and need 
protection from faster growing neighbors. Pruning and/or canopy removals due to encroachment 
are done to protect a more valuable plant or grouping of plants. 

Elevation – Height of a given point above sea level as measured with a handheld global 
positioning system (GPS). 

Invasive Species – Plants or animals that are not native to a given location, and that have the 
ability to spread and reproduce, outcompeting native species to a degree that can cause damage 
to the economy, environment or human health if left unmanaged. 

Longevity Potential - A subjective measurement depending on the sum of the known species 
characteristics, position in relation to slope, encroachment impacts on other trees/landscape 
features and long-term permanence likelihood. 

Monoculture – A forestry term that refers to a stand of trees that are all the same species. There 
is little diversity in a monoculture. The red alder monoculture at PE is also about the same age 
and size so does not offer much age or structural diversity. Some monocultures, like the red 
alders at PE, do not allow understory plants to become established because the canopy coverage 
is so dense, not enough light, or precipitation gets to the forest floor. Conditions can remain that 
way for decades; until the monoculture ages, matures and begins to die out, no new plants can 
get established. 

Nesting Season – Based on WDFW management recommendations, the expected nesting season 
for great blue herons is from mid-February through August, though starting and ending times 
may vary. The nesting season is the time for a pair of birds to raise young to a point that the 
young are mature and able to leave the nest. Minimally invasive routine trimming work may take 
place near the buildings from March to September with monitoring for nests and using handheld 
tools.  
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Noxious Weeds – Have been designated by a governing agency as a plant that is injurious to 
agricultural or horticultural crops, causes damage to natural habitats or ecosystems, or can-do 
harm to humans, livestock, or wild animals if touched or ingested. The City of Edmonds lists the 
clearing of noxious weeds using hand tools as an exempt activity because it is known to be 
beneficial. Noxious weeds do not recognize property lines and if not cleared or controlled, they 
can spread. 

Phases – A distinct period when events will happen within a larger process of change and 
development. Our project is for the north slope and is broken into Phases: I, II and III. Phase I 
includes the removals, coppicing, wildlife snag creations, and pruning the only two big leaf 
maples. Phase II will be pruning.  Phase III will be the replanting to offset the removals 
performed in Phase I. 

Pruning – The selective removal of specific twigs, branches or stems. Proper pruning works with 
the form and growth habit of the plant species being worked on. Pruning is done to alter the 
height, width, shape or reduce encroachment. Japanese style pruning and thinning is an artistic 
method of fine pruning done to maintain a certain constrained proportion. Crown reduction, as 
defined above, is a goal of pruning. Drop crotch style pruning removing material back to a living 
lateral is a method of pruning to achieve crown reduction. 

Revegetation – The process of reintroducing plant material after a site clearing has occurred. 
Desirable plant species will be chosen because they are suited to the microclimate of the site 
conditions. The soil will be mulched around the plants to hold it in place, keep in soil moisture, 
break down into nutrients and replace some of the natural debris from the previous vegetation. 
Our removal mitigation plan is called Revegetation because we are removing plants so that we 
can replace them with other species. 

Slope – Is the measure of change in elevation points. The difference between points in elevation 
is the rise. The run is the distance between the points. Percent slope is equal to rise divided by 
run multiplied by 100. 

TRA Maps – This refers to the four maps created by Thomas Rengstorf and Associates named 
L102, L103, L104, L105 and L106. Map L106 is of the west slope, does not have a tree 
inventory, is not having work done in this permit, but was included to show that while this 
project will cause some disturbance, the vast majority of the PE landscape is vegetated and will 
not be altered as part of this north slope permit III-A application. Please refer to Exhibit 2: Maps. 

Tree Removal – The physical structure of the tree is cut down and dismantled so that it is no 
longer standing. The trunk may or may not be hauled off-site. Tree removal refers to the act of 
cutting down the tree. Tree removal can be performed on a living or standing dead tree.  

Wildlife Snags, Live or Dead – Snags are a forestry term referring to standing dying or dead 
trees that occur naturally or can also be man-made. Snags that fall over onto the forest floor then 
become large woody debris. Most dead wood is removed from the urban environment, yet 
numerous forestry studies indicate that many species of birds and wildlife require standing dead 
trees to nest, reproduce and perch. Living wildlife snags are not completely dead but have a dead 
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top and living branches underneath still growing out of the trunk or from the base of the trunk. 
Snags will be created during Phase I. 
 
Windowing – Pruning by selectively removing only very-specific branches to open up a very 
limited part of a canopy to allow limited visibility through the tree.  
 

 
V. Detailed Actions  
 
V.A. TRA Maps, Tree Inventory Database & Management Actions 
 
 The vegetation and trees on the north slope of Point Edwards are shown over four TRA 
maps, each with specific map locations to easily reference the position for every tree (Exhibit 2: 
Maps). The original four TRA maps have been updated so that each tree has its tree inventory 
number and is color coded with its management action. Each of the four TRA maps has map 
locations, which provide a systematic grid for easy slope location reference. Map locations are 
numbered grid lines, spaced about 30- to 40-ft apart, and used to segment the slope. Map L106 
(Exhibit 2: Maps) shows the west slope where no new work is proposed, and no areas will be 
altered as part of this north slope permit III-A application. Map L106 has only been included to 
show that the entire PE slope is vegetated, and most will not be changed.  

 The north slope is a long but narrow piece of landscape that ends at the fenced property 
line shared with adjacent owner, Chevron Corporation. Four TRA maps describe the vegetation 
of the north slope; L105, L104, L103, L102. It is on TRA map L105 that the slope changes from 
west slope (designated with a W in the map locations) to the north slope (designated by an E 
before the map location). Each TRA map has been further broken down into map locations to 
systematically map to scale (1-in= 20-ft). TRA map L105 includes map locations W9-W1, E1- 
E2. Most of the tree work in this permit is in TRA map L104. L104 has map locations E3-E14 
and includes the detention pond and the vegetated slope above the pond. TRA map L103 has 
map locations E15-E32 and includes some areas vegetated with grass and shrubs instead of trees. 
TRA map L102 ends by the maintenance shop and sidewalk and has map locations E33-E43.  

 In order to organize the management of the north slope trees now and into the future, a 
tree inventory was created (Exhibit 3: Plant Lists). This tree inventory is our management tool to 
gather and sort information for every tree big enough to sustain having a metal tag installed. The 
tree inventory contains a column of the following information for each tree: TRA Map, map 
location on the TRA map, the tree number, the tree species, the height of the tree, the elevation 
the tree is located at on the slope, the caliper or diameter of the tree at breast height or at the tree 
tag for very small trees. Then the columns in the inventory get into the recommended 
management actions: should the tree be removed, snagged, pruned or monitored for now. Based 
on the yes, column L is the management action that has been color coded onto the four, north 
slope TRA maps. The management action was based on the reasoning listed in column M, 
combined with the species, and map location. Column P concludes the inventory listing the 
desired Phase for the timing of the work.  
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 The management actions have been color coded on the four, north slope TRA maps. The 
maps really serve two purposes; submitting as part of this permit to visually indicate desired 
management actions, as well as once approved, copies of these or similar maps will be used to 
enact this plan in the field. Please note, coppiced trees are counted as a removal in this permit but 
not color coded like a removal because the tree is expected to resprout, live and be retained in the 
landscape. New plants can’t be planted on top of coppiced trees. The management actions are 
color coded on the TRA maps as follows: removals where the tree is not expected to resprout are 
colored red, coppicing, or removals where the tree is expected to resprout and be retained are 
colored blue, trees to be pruned are green, snags to be retained alive are yellow, snags that are 
dead are gray, trees pruned previously are maroon, while trees to be monitored and pruned in the 
future are orange. 

 The work will be performed in three parts, referred to as Phases, where like tasks will be 
performed together. This will allow tree work to proceed in an efficient manner and the 
landscape change can be spread out slowly across the landscape. The three Phases are:  Phase I 
will include the removals (45), coppicing (28), and creation of live (11) and dead (13) wildlife 
snags plus pruning the only two big leaf maples. Phase I tree work has been supplemented and 
changed to incorporate Wildlife Biologist recommendations. 35 removals, 31 wildlife snags, and 
22 coppiced trees are now being proposed. This project could cause short term disruption, but 
then long-term benefits are expected to increase into the future.  

Once approved, Phase I work would start on TRA Map L105 because of encroachment 
and risk issues, then move across L104, then to L103, and then in L102 ending by the 
Maintenance Office. Phase I removal, coppicing, wildlife snagging and pruning will be done 
outside of the nesting season and outside of extreme winter storm events. Phase I will be done 
first because to be done with the largest disruption so that replanting and Phase II pruning can 
occur. The Wildlife Biologist advised it was better to perform the most disruptive activities 
together so that wildlife use can resume during Phases II and III. 

 Phase II will include the pruning of 76 78 trees. Once Phase I might be completed, then 
Phase II would begin cycling back to L105 and moving through L104, L103, and L102. During 
Phase II, ongoing routine maintenance will also be performed as needed in the map location 
being worked on. Once Phase II pruning might be completed, then Phase III, the installation of 
the replacement plants can begin. The plant community replacement in Phase III not only offsets 
biologic loss from removals, and coppicing but it is also our chance to add more diversity and 
ecological benefit to the landscape for future generations.  

 Replanting, or Phase III is the installation of the new plant community. Successful 
plantings need water to survive and thrive, so the plantings are grouped together as a plant 
community rather than scattered as isolated trees that would require more resources to irrigate 
and get established. It takes a mixture of sizes and species to create a forest community, so our 
plan includes planting groundcovers, ferns, and low-, medium- and large-shrubs to mature with 
the new trees. Phase III will install 45 trees, 48 large shrubs, 61 medium shrubs, 92 low shrubs, 
90 ferns and 126 groundcovers to offset the biologic loss from removals (45), and coppicing 
(28). Please give some ecological credit to the addition of wildlife snags (24) and please do not 
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require a strict tree to tree replacement ratio. Instead let a community of many sizes and species 
be installed and get established.  

The replanting plan has been designed to improve on the retained and existing features in 
the project site. Opening some holes through removal and coppicing could cause short term 
disturbance. In the long-term, keeping existing trees healthy can provide more structural layers 
and will increase overall habitat possibilities. Replacing a cone bearing wind pollinated species 
like Red Alder with many species that offer various shapes and seasonal timings can provide 
habitats for native pollinators and insects too.  

 
 

V.B. Detailed Work Description by TRA Map, Map Location & Phase 

 There are four TRA Maps for the north slope; L102, L103, L104 and L105. Each TRA 
Map is further broken down into map locations. TRA Map L102 is near the maintenance office 
and Pine Street while L105 is the section that curves and changes to the west slope below 
building 51. The map location numbering begins at the curve from west to north slope in TRA 
Map L105 and the map locations end at Pine Street on Map L102. Tree work for the entire 
project will be described in this document but it is also shown on the enclosed TRA Maps 
(Exhibit 2) and in the tree inventory. Trees 468-485 do not have clear map locations, so are 
designated simply with L104 and the area is referred to as being above the retention pond in 
L104 (Exhibit 3). 

 The work will be done in three management Phases, referred to as I, II, or III. Phase I 
includes the removals, coppicing, wildlife snagging and pruning of the only two big leaf maples. 
Phase II is new pruning and repeated maintenance pruning. Phase III is the replanting plan to 
offset the tree removals. Most of the branches and debris from the work will be left on the slope 
to decompose slowly. However, in those areas where replanting will occur, the material will be 
moved so new plants can be planted. It would be best to chip up excess debris, so it can be used 
as mulch for the new Phase III plantings. Phase III is visually depicted on two TRA style maps 
that have been overlaid with the replanting plan; L104 Revegetation Plan and L102 Revegetation 
Plan (Exhibit 4). 

 Most of the trees being removed are due to encroachment and competition issues with 
desirable, existing trees and shrubs that will be retained.  PE would like to install a lower tree 
replanting ratio than is written into code but that is only because many shrubs, groundcovers and 
ferns will also be installed, not just trees. We want the “right plant, in the right place” and want 
the new and retained plants to have space to grow and develop without having to thin in the 
future due to overcrowding or have plant mortality because of shading and encroachment. 
Retained trees, wildlife snags and coppiced trees, are all long-term anchors in the landscape, and 
they also need space to grow or exist. New trees need room to expand, grow larger and so proper 
planting space has been planned with forethought. Please allow the landscape to become a 
community of plants and not just require a certain number of trees to be installed.  
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Detailed Landscape Work: 

• TRA Map L102: Map Locations E43-E33: Tree Numbers 1-48 

 Phase I: Create 4 dead wildlife snags (colored gray on map): Tree #s: 22, 28, 29, 42. 

 Phase II: Prune 18 trees (green on map): Tree #s: 11, 12, 14, 15, 30, 32, 34-41, 43, 44, 46, 
 47. 

 Phase III: Replant 25 trees; 3 Magnolia, 5 Amelanchier, 5 Vine Maple, 12 Dogwood. 

 No Action: Monitor 25 trees that require no management action (orange on map): Tree 
 #s 1-10, 13, 16-21, 23-27, 31, 33, 48. 

TRA Map L102: Map Locations E43-E33: Tree Numbers 1-48 
Phase I: No Actions. Retaining healthy Red Alders # 28, 29 and dead trees #22, 
42. 
Phase II: Prune 18 trees: No changes to original proposal. Tree #s: 11, 12, 14, 15, 
30, 32, 34-41, 43, 44, 46, 47. 
No Action: Monitor 27 living trees Tree #s 1-10, 13, 16-21, 23-29, 31, 33, 48. 

 
• TRA Map L103: Map Locations E32-E15: Tree Numbers 48-84 

 Phase I: Create 2 wildlife snags; Tree # 56 (Alive-Yellow on map), Tree #79 (Dead-Gray 
 on map). Prune 2 Big Leaf Maples (blue/green on map) -Tree #s 81, 82. 

 Phase II: Prune 15 trees (green on map): Tree #s: 48-53, 55, 57-59, 61, 62, 65, 69, 70.  

 Phase II: Perform repeat pruning 18 trees or just monitor: Tree #s 54, 60, 63, 64, 66-68, 
 71-78, 80, 83, 84. 

 Phase III: No replanting planned in the area between E32 and E15. 

TRA MAP L103 - No changes were necessary to Phases I, II or III in L103 based 
on Wildlife Biologist recommendations. 

 
• TRA Map L104: Map Locations E14-E3 and Area Above Retention Pond: Tree #s 85-

187 plus #s 468-485 located above the retention pond.  

 Phase I: Remove 40 trees (colored red on map): Tree #s: 113-116, 125, 126, 128, 137-
 139, 144, 145, 147, 149-152, 154-157, 159, 162-166, 168, 169, 172, 173, 176, 178, 
 180, 186, 469-471, 474, 485.   

 Phase I: Coppice 13 trees (blue on map): Tree #s: 109-112, 117-119, 127,  129, 132, 134, 
 135, 184. 

 Phase I: Create 14 wildlife snags: Living snags (yellow on map) Tree #s: 124, 140, 141, 
 148, 179, 182. Dead Tree (gray on map) #s: 120, 121, 131, 133, 161, 171, 181, 183, 185.  
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 Phase II: Prune 30 trees (green on map): Tree #s: 88, 89, 91, 92, 96, 97, 99, 105-108, 
 122, 123, 130, 136, 142, 143, 153, 160, 167, 170, 174, 177, 187, 468, 472, 473, 475, 477, 
 486. 

 Phase II: Repeat pruning to 13 trees (maroon) if needed or just monitor: Tree #s: 85-87, 
 90, 93-95, 98, 100-104. 

 Phase III: Plant 437 new plants. Plant 20 trees; 3 Amur Maple, 5 Vine Maple, 4 
 Amelanchier, 5 Dogwood, 3 Cryptomeria. Plant 226, low, medium and large sized 
 shrubs; 8 Mock Orange, 17 Currants, 23 Evergreen Huckleberry, 39 Oregon Grape, 15 
 Rhododendrons, 25 Snowberry, 9 Viburnum, 90 ferns, and 191 Groundcovers; 126 
 Kinnickinnick, 65 Salal.  

 No Action: Monitor 3 trees that require no management action (orange on map): Tree 
 #s: 146, 158, 175. 

TRA Map L104: Map Locations E14-E3 and Area Above Retention Pond: Tree #s 85-
187 plus #s 468-485 located above the retention pond.  

Phase I: Remove 31 trees: Tree #s 113-116, 125, 126, 128, 137-139, 144, 145, 147, 150, 
154-156, 159, 166, 168, 169, 172, 173, 176, 178, 186, 469, 470, 471, 485, 486 

Phase I: Coppice 13 [No changes] 

Phase I: Create 23 wildlife snags: Living Snags Tree #s: #56, 124, 140, 141, 148, 152, 
161, 162, 164, 171, 182, 190, 192, 203, 218, 224. Dead Snags Tree #s: 79, 120, 121, 131, 
133, 149, 151, 157, 163, 165, 180, 181, 183, 185, 195.  

Phase II: Prune 28 trees: Tree #s: 88, 89, 91, 92, 96, 97, 99, 105-108, 122, 123, 130, 136, 
142, 143, 153, 160, 167, 170, 174, 187, 468, 473, 475, 477, 486.  

Phase II: Repeat pruning to 13 trees [No Change] 

No Action: Monitor 4 living trees #s 146, 158, 175, 179. And 2 trees that have died. Tree 
#s: 177, 472 

 
• TRA Map L105: Map Locations E1, E2, W1-W10. Tree Inventory Ends at W8. Tree #s 

188-250. 

 Phase I: Remove 5 trees (red): Tree #s: 203, 207, 210, 220, 222.  

 Phase I: Coppice 15 trees (blue): Tree #s: 188-191, 194, 196, 201, 204, 211, 245-250. 

 Phase I: Create 5 wildlife snags: 4 Living snags (yellow) Tree #s 192, 202, 218, 224. 
 1 Dead snag (gray) Tree #: 195.  

 Phase II: Prune 13 trees (green): Tree #s: 199, 206, 208, 209, 212, 215, 223, 227-230, 
 234, 241. 
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 Phase II: Repeat pruning to 6 trees (maroon): Tree #s: 231-233, 242-244. 

 Phase III: No replanting in this area. 

 No Action: Monitor 19 trees that require no management action (orange): Tree #s: 193, 
 197, 198, 200, 205, 213, 214, 216, 217, 219, 221, 225, 226, 235-240. 

TRA Map L105: Map Locations E1, E2, W1-W10. Tree Inventory Ends at W8. Tree #s 
188-250. 

Phase I: Remove 4 trees: Tree #s: 207, 210, 220, 222. 

Phase I: Coppice: 9 trees: Tree #s: 188, 189, 204, 245-250. 

Phase I: Create 6 Wildlife Snags: 5 Living Snags #s 190, 192, 203, 218, 224. 1 Dead 
Snag # 195. 

Phase II: Prune 17 trees: Tree #s: 197-200, 205, 206, 208, 209, 212, 215, 223, 227-230, 
234, 241. 

Phase II: No Changes to repeat pruning to 6 trees (maroon): Tree #s: 231-233, 242-244. 

Phase III: No Changes; No replanting in this area. This area being managed for density 
and encroachment. 

No Action: Monitor 21 trees that require no management action: Tree #s: 191, 193, 194, 
196, 201, 202, 211, 213, 214, 216, 217, 219, 221, 225, 226, 235-240. 

 
 Upon completion of all the above listed work, then five years of monitoring and reporting 
to COE will begin. Minor pruning and general landscape clean-up work will need to take place 
on the north slope during the five years of monitoring and into perpetuity. The PE landscape will 
have grown, experienced seasonal changes, and been impacted by storms and/or drought events. 
Please allow PE to be able to repeat maintenance-pruning to trees on the north slope pruned as 
part of this project, planted as part of this project, pruned before this project started, or being 
monitored but not pruned during this project.  

 Any pruning maintenance schedules would first be shared in a memo with COE, and then 
it would be described in the next monitoring report after being performed. Only work meeting 
the COE exemption criteria would be performed, such as fine pruning to reduce encroachment, 
fine pruning to shape structure, prevent storm failures and/or maintain size. This would apply 
only to pruning and would never include removals of trees greater than 4”, or coppicing new 
trees, or disturbing any areas greater than 1500-sq-ft to clear invasives, at one time. The plan to 
manage coppiced trees will first monitor and with any retrimming to be done before sprouts 
reach 4” diameter, from the ground using handheld gas-powered tools. When trimming is needed 
the largest sprouts are to be removed while the younger sprouts are retained to keep in the 
juvenile growth stage. 
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 Any work intent will be described with proper notification to COE describing location, 
tree number, size of pruning cuts and amount to be cut. Please allow ongoing management so 
maintenance can be less intensive, performed with handheld tools and not requiring arborist tree 
climbers. Most of the trimmed plant material will be left on site, diced up so it will lay flat and 
not pose a threat or risk movement. However, in areas to be replanted, the largest wood will be 
left on site while the smaller wood and branches will be chipped up, and the wood chips retained 
to be used to mulch the new plants. The retained wood will be allowed to decay naturally 
releasing moisture and nutrients slowly into the ground, while holding the soil in place. The 
wood chips will be spread to mulch the new tree rings after planting. 

 Care will be taken to water and keep out of direct sun all the new plants being held for 
installation. For the two areas being replanted in L102 and L104, invasive species will be 
removed, the soil will be amended, existing shrubs, ferns and/or groundcovers will be retained, 
pruned to reduce encroachment, or moved to another location, and plants will be mulched after 
planting. On any areas where the slope is greater than 15-20%, erosion fabric secured with 
staples, pins and/or rebar will be installed under the mulch. Native plants will represent about 
80% of the new plants but using the best management practice of “right plant, right place” means 
a few non-native species are also good choices.  

 Soil will be amended and fertilized during planting to give new plants the best possible 
future. Trees and shrubs will have an organic fertilizer applied annually to boost soil nutrients. 
Once planted, mulch will be applied to cover the soil and protect the roots. Each plant shall 
receive a 2-foot diameter ring of mulch to a height of 2 to 3 inches above the existing soil surface 
with a 2-4-inch diameter ring that has about 0.5 to 1 inch touching the trunk (like a donut around 
the plant instead of a mulch volcano pushed up against the trunk). Wood chips from trimmed 
branches or naturally downed branches are best. From March through October, unwanted weeds 
will be removed monthly.  

 Irrigation will be adjustable so that it can be turned off during periods of rain and 
decreased over the 5-year monitoring term as establishment is occurring. All irrigation for the 
designated revegetation areas will be tied into the main PE irrigation system and the system will 
be on automatic timers. PE staff will check system about once per week to ensure irrigation 
amount and frequency is providing necessary coverage.  Information about changes in irrigation 
will be included in the monitoring reports. There is already irrigation below building 51 that 
waters the formal grounds, and the new plants irrigation system will be added to include the new 
plantings.  

 Changes have been made to the work being done to individual trees, but there has been 
no change to the management standards. This project will perform the work to the highest 
management standards during implementation.    
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VI. Next Steps – Monitoring 
 

Monitoring Performance Standards:  

Year 1: 100% survival of planted species with no greater than 10% coverage of invasive species.  

Year 2: 90% survival of planted species with no greater than 15% coverage of invasive species.  

Year 3: 90% survival of planted species with no greater than 20% coverage of invasive species.  

Year 4: 85% survival of planted species with no greater than 20% coverage of invasive species. 

Year 5: 80% survival of planted species with no greater than 20% coverage of invasive species. 

  

 During project implementation, PE will send memos to COE stating when Phases are 
starting, when Phases are completed, detailing any challenges and successes, stating next steps 
and/or requesting inspections. Before starting the 5-year monitoring period, City approval of a 
successfully completed project is required.  Once monitoring starts, detailed reports will be 
submitted once a year, while during the year memos will be sent if anything has occurred to 
report. This will allow adaptive management to occur during the year with an annual detailed 
summary for the year’s performance presented for COE to review so they can best guide the next 
year. Annual Monitoring Period Reports shall be submitted by a date to be set with COE once 
the project is successfully completed.  

 Annual Monitoring Reports will include the following:  brief project summary, annual 
update of project, location and timing of any work, tree numbers or new species involved, any 
dead plant replacements, pruning or clean-up work summary, current year of monitoring 
standards and expectations of meeting standards, and adaptive management actions to be taken to 
meet or exceed performance standards for the next year.  

 Once monitoring has started, plant replacement(s) may be necessary to meet or exceed 
the performance standards. Replacement of plant mortality and other general maintenance will 
occur, and the City shall be supplied with a memo documenting how meeting the standards were 
addressed. When re-planting does occur, a brief letter will be drafted and submitted to the COE 
indicating that re-planting has occurred. All the activity described in the brief memos shall be 
included in the Annual Monitoring Reports. Color photographs will be taken from permanent 
photo-points to visually document the installation and monitoring project through time and be 
shared in the memos. 

 The north slope and the new plant community will require maintenance to be performed 
during the monitor program to control aggressive invasive species, hardy grasses and weeds. 
Maintenance should include hand removal of competing grasses, invasive and weedy vegetation 
from a 2-10-ft diameter ring surrounding a given plant. Removal of invasive species shall be 
done by hand to decrease the likelihood of damage to the plantings. All blackberry, reed canary 
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grass, and other aggressive invasive species sprouting anywhere within the planting site shall be 
removed during maintenance sessions. Cutting back the invasives, especially Himalayan 
blackberry, does not eradicate it but does reduce encroachment, keeps the roots in place and 
reduces the chance of exposing any bare soil. Every 2 to 3 years, mulch should be replaced 
around the new plantings to also reduce the chance of any exposed soil.  

 A site inspection will be conducted on a weekly basis by the Landscape Manager during 
project implementation and during the first year after completion when monitoring.  In year two 
after completion during monitoring, the Landscape Manager will do her inspections once per 
month, all year. In year’s three to five of monitoring, the Landscape Manager will do her 
inspection once per month from March to October, and only once in the winter season (Nov, 
Dec, Jan, and Feb). The purpose for monitoring this mitigation project is the evaluation of the 
degree of success of the project. Success will be achieved if monitoring shows performance 
standards are being met. Project goals will be met if performance standards are upheld. After 5 
years, a final monitoring report will be submitted to describe challenges and successes. The final 
report would describe the conclusion of the monitoring.  

 There have been no changes to the expected monitoring plan. 

VII. Conclusion 
 
 Thank you for the opportunity to submit this proposal. Once approved, the project will be 
performed in a systematic and methodical fashion by completing like-tasks to mitigate the 
impacts across the north slope. It is expected the three phases will require approximately 24-36 
months implementing.  During this time, frequent communication about phase progress, 
identifying any challenges, and ongoing maintenance schedules will be shared with COE. After 
project completion, then the five-year monitoring and reporting to COE will start. The 
Landscape Management Team at PE looks forward to working with the COE to receive approval 
for this landscape plan and begin working together over the next eight years. 

 We have spent years developing this plan, so that once enacted, the north slope landscape 
can maintain the slope and thrive into the future. This permit shows our reasoning and intent, has 
numerically summarized management actions using a tree inventory with color coded maps to 
depict all proposed landscape modifications. This plan is intended to change specific areas of the 
current landscape from one plant community to another. Project goals will be met when plant 
diversity for the benefit of humans, wildlife and future site users is increased, when views to 
specific corridors can be maintained, when a relationship of trust has been cemented so PEOA 
can manage all their lands within City of Edmonds rules and regulations. Point Edwards Owners 
Association Landscape Management Team looks forward to enacting this plan in conjunction 
with the City of Edmonds. 

 What does it mean to be a caretaker of your land? In this case, it means you have to ask 
for permission to do complicated maintenance. To trim for health, and remove trees so you can 
tame invasive species and replant with vivacious flowering natives; so more birds will visit for 
more people to enjoy. To create habitat trees to attract woodpeckers. This project is not asking to 
change the zoning, or to clear-cut, or to work outside of known landscape management practices.  
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This plan is not able to change the past, but it is able to improve the future by improving 
relationships, and the plant community. Working together with the groups that care about 
Edmonds’s wildlife, PE and this long-term landscape management plan can guide this special 
piece of land into the future. This plan links the needs of the future with a landscape established 
twenty-years ago with work to be done now. How can the COE help the future urban forest to be 
better? Work right now with an approachable, private property owner to make changes to 
improve wildlife habitat opportunities by removing invasives, planting natives, and creating 
wildlife snags.  

There are inherently many restrictions on this project. PE can only cut, trim, and maintain 
on their own property, within the zoning and ordinances established in the City of Edmonds, 
outside of the nesting season, not during heavy rains or windstorms, replanting only with natives, 
and only with hand tools. Please recognize that this project is being done within these constraints 
and still expects to not only be successfully implemented, monitored, and maintained but also 
with no disruptions to public use. Please let this landscape maintenance begin. This permit is 
asking to trim and maintain the landscape. There is no change to infrastructure, stormwater 
management, or grade. No earthmoving or new buildings are being proposed, instead we want to 
improve the landscape at PE for the benefit of wildlife, ourselves, the Edmonds Marsh, and the 
greater community.  

We believe this plan can exceed the Comprehensive, and Urban Forest Plans, in the City 
of Edmonds, in regard to stewardship because of the specialized ecological forestry techniques. 
Development has occurred at this site, and now 20 years have elapsed. Public comments and 
professional input have occurred, been taken seriously and have been incorporated to improve 
this plan.  

We hope all interested parties recognize our commitment to maintaining this area in the 
best interest of everyone in the COE. We have incorporated suggestions from wildlife 
professionals, citizen scientists, local residents, public planners, and geotechnical and forestry 
professionals to help create a management plan that will create a space that everyone in the COE 
can be proud of. A timely implementation of this management plan will be the best way for PE 
to make this area the multi-faceted, wildlife friendly, healthy ecosystem community we envision.  
The narrow work season begins in October 2021. We are hopeful that PE can begin Phase I 
starting October 1, 2021. 
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